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In the first round of  evaluations by the Swedish Board of  Higher Education, the master’s pro-

gramme in Communication for Development (ComDev) at Malmö University was one of  the 

few education programmes that obtained the highest mark (very high quality). In recognition of  

this achievement, Malmö University was in 2013 granted a special “quality award” amounting to 

300.000 SEK, to be used for quality enhancement and pedagogical development.

Since many recent changes had affected the ComDev programme after the evaluation – the 

introduction of  fees for non-EU students, an immensely increased number of  students and 

applicants, double intake and the subsequent end to former year batches, etc. – we decided that 

we wanted to make another evaluation. It was mainly envisioned as a self-evaluation of  the 

status quo, with regard to the near future. But we also needed the critical view of  someone ex-

ternal to, but familiar with, the programme, ideally a former student. Rebecca Bengtsson, who 

graduated in 2013, was enrolled as the manager of  what was referred to as the Quality Project. 

The object was defined as the interrogation of  two principal, intrinsically connected themes: 1) 

the possible extension of  the one-year master to a two-year master and, subsequently, a PhD 

programme; 2) the strengthening of  the links to the development industry, through internships, 

commissioned education and research.

The project was carried out in the autumn semester of  2013, with a mid-term retreat in Berlin 

in November 2013, which was combined with a regular ComDev seminar, in collaboration with 

ECLA Bard.

The following report gives a valuable overview of  the ComDev programme, its form, content 

and context. It outlines challenges and recommendations about how to meet these challenges, 

both from a pedagogical and administrative perspective, thus providing a useful stepping stone 

for the continuous development of  the School of  Arts and Communication’s (K3) ComDev 

programme. 

Sara Bjärstop     Oscar Hemer

Head of  Department, K3   Programme Coordinator, ComDev

Foreword



This report is the result of  an evaluation 

project titled the Quality Project that was car-

ried out between September and December 

2013. 

The evaluation project focuses on sever-

al elements, including: course management, 

educational form (flexible, part-time) as well 

as the need for technical and administrative 

support within the programme. The facili-

tation of  ComDev involves several factors. 

It is well known that distance learning is de-

manding in terms of  resources and that many 

students fail to complete their studies1. The 

pedagogical approach of  ComDev is built 

on a close relationship between students 

and staff, which is shown though a higher 

number of  graduates than the comparable 

distance-learning course. Meanwhile, it is 

important to maintain a stable course man-

agement as well as resource-efficient techni-

cal and administrative solutions in order to 

continue the development in the best possi-

ble way. This report was written by Rebecca 

Bengtsson, a ComDev graduate (2013) em-

ployed as a project manager for the duration 

of  the Quality Project.

Quality Project content
Apart from this report, the Quality Project 

included produced the following: 

Student survey
In order to effectively gather input from the 

students and create opportunities to further 

facilitate the project a survey was conduct-

ed. In short, a survey consisting of  19 (30 

including sub-questions) questions was sent 

to 851 former and current students in Sep-

tember 2013. 75 responses were received, of  

which two were duplicates.  The questions were 

developed in cooperation with the staff  of  

the programme and had five major themes:

• The ComDev student (academic and profes-

sional background, age, nationality).

• The students’ experience of  the programme

• The future of  the programme (the develop-

ment, new courses, second year etc.).

• ComDev alumni (the possible creation of  an 

alumni network, platforms).

• Future collaboration with alumni.

At nine percent, the response rate seems al-

ready begin to highlight some valuable learn-

ing points. Specifically, it is important to note 

that there was no accurate record or database 

of  students that had actively participated in 

the programme. The emails were simply sent 

to the email addresses of  the students that 

were registered for the programme not taking 

into account that some of  the students may 

have dropped out before earning any credits 

on the course. Analysis based on survey re-

sponses is used throughout this report. 

Database of the student body
As part of  the project, an attempt to organ-

ise a database of  the student body was made. 

Focusing on students that at some point had 
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earned 7,5 credits2 or more on the programme 

provided a list of  658 students. A recommen-

dation is to continuously update this list as new 

students are accepted into the programme. At 

this point there is no institutional inventory of  

the exact number of  ComDev graduates.

Promotional material
Aligned with the university-wide internation-

alisation strategies, the Quality Project has 

also resulted in the production of  some pro-

motional material designed to help promote 

the programme among non-EU students. 

Development of online management 
platform
All documents related to the Quality Project 

are currently stored in Google Drive, to which 

all staff  members have access. 

Looking for potential partnerships and 
collaborations
A list of  potential partner universities, organi-

sations and companies has been compiled and 

shared with the ComDev staff.
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1 Theme: Education. Distance education in higher education. 
Official Statistics of  Sweden. Statistics Sweden (2012).
2 7,5 credits being the minimum amount given for one 
course.

Interactive work-
shop with ComDev 
students during the 
Ørecomm Festival 
2012. 



Communication for Development (ComDev) 

is an interdisciplinary field of  study and prac-

tice, combining studies in culture, commu-

nication and development integrated with 

practical fieldwork.  It explores the use of  

communication – both as a tool and as a way 

of  articulating processes of  social change – 

within the context of  globalisation.  During 

their first year, students receive a comprehen-

sive overview of  globalisation and an intro-

duction to the field of  Communication for 

Development. During their second year, stu-

dents are introduced to the use of  new media 

and ICT in a development context and receive 

a thorough introduction to research method-

ologies in order to prepare them for their final 

Degree Project.

A key ComDev objective is to bring togeth-

er those with different skills and experienc-

es. This diversity of  the student body allows 

participants to deepen their knowledge within 

their existing area of  expertise while also gain-

ing a broad overview based on the academ-

ic backgrounds and practical experiences of  

other students, essentially allowing them to be 

able to work both interdisciplinarily and trans-

culturally in their future professions. Future 

employment includes working with profes-

sional media companies, international organ-

isations (governmental and non-governmen-

tal) and going on to PhD-studies.

Communication for Development history
The idea of  creating a course in Communi-

cation for Development came about in 1999 

and was a “result of  the conflation of  a glob-

al cultural studies viewpoint on the one hand 

and a media practitioner’s on the other”3. The 

idea was presented to Malmö University and 

shortly after Sida approved an application for 

the support of  a pilot course. The two-year, 

part-time course, primarily targeting Swed-

ish and Danish journalists and communica-

tion officers, started in 2000 and 30 students 

were enrolled. As of  2002 ComDev has been 

open to international students and taught in 

English. In 2010 Communication for Devel-

opment became a master’s programme and 

has grown to become one of  the most pop-

ular MA programmes at Malmö University, 

accepting 140 students annually with over 

800 applicants in 20134. ComDev attracts 

6
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Communication for Development students giving a pres-
entation during a seminar in February 2014. 



students from all corners of  the world. The 

survey conducted for this report shows that 

it is particularly popular with those working 

within the communication and development 

sphere or in civil society organisations. Based 

on present data, to date there are close to 200 

graduates from the programme. 

As a relatively new degree, ComDev students 

have the advantage of  gaining access to the 

latest theories and concepts, while being giv-

en the opportunity to apply these theories and 

concepts to real-life projects and problems in 

development cooperation through individ-

ual assignments and group projects. Geared 

towards individuals working in the fields of  

media, culture and development, ComDev 

fosters teamwork and facilitates the exchange 

of  knowledge and perspectives between par-

ticipants.

Glocal Times
In 2005, ComDev established Glocal Times5, 

a web magazine focusing on the research and 

practice of  communication for development 

and social change as an interdisciplinary ap-

proach. Today, Glocal Times is now an open 

journal hosted by Gothenburg University and 

aims to be an indispensable digital reference 

and a vibrant forum for the discussion and 

dissemination of  issues concerning commu-

nication for development and social change. 

There have been 19 editions published since 

2005. The journal is edited by Florencia En-

gel, a ComDev graduate from the first inter-

national batch of  students in 2002, who is 

now a PhD candidate focusing her research 

in communication for development. Both her 

background as a ComDev student and her 

insights as a researcher play a crucial role in 

her capacity as an editor. The Glocal Times 

is in the process of  becoming a partly peer 

reviewed journal. 

Collaborations and partners
As an interdisciplinary master’s programme, 

ComDev often collaborates with other uni-

versities and organisations on projects and 

seminars.  

The Ørecomm Network
The Ørecomm Centre for Communication 

and Glocal Change6 is a bi-national research 

group that originated at Malmö University 

(MAH) and Roskilde University (RUC) with 

the purpose of  conducting research in the 

field of  Communication for Development. 

Professor Thomas Tufte from RUC was an 

important part of  the development of  Com-

Dev and he continues to work closely with the 

programme.. The collaboration between MAH 

and RUC has developed into a vibrant research 

environment and as of  2011 Ørecomm has 

been recognised research centre. Ørecomm 

focuses on the relations between media, com-

munication and social change processes at 

both global and local levels; what they have 

identified as ‘glocal change’. The term glo-

cal change refers to interconnectedness of  

change processes at different levels. Glocal 
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development is not only a concern of  the so-

called developing countries but globalisation 

is rapidly making old categories and assump-

tions obsolete.  Development organisations’ 

emerging interest in media and communica-

tion goes hand in hand with this rethinking 

of  the very concepts development and social 

change. The entire world is in a process of  

transition and Ørecomm explicitly recognises 

and seeks to explore and understand the inter-

connectedness between change processes in 

the Øresund region – with its high influx of  

immigrants and changing cultural patterns – 

and in the world at large. 

Sida
Although there is no formal partnership in 

place, the Swedish International Development 

Cooperation Agency, Sida7, has played a cen-

tral role in the formative years of  ComDev, 

specifically by supporting the planning of  the 

pilot course, and offering special grants to the 

first four batches of  students. Recent chang-

es in Swedish government policy on “Capacity 

Building and Exchange” might make Sida a val-

uable partner and collaborator in the future. 

The most recent collaboration was a seminar 

in Stockholm on Communication for Devel-

opment staff  members Tobias Denskus and 

Oscar Hemer gave talks and participated in a 

panel discussion. There were close to 50 par-

ticipants on location and some 70 following 

the seminar online, including ComDev stu-

dents. 

SPIDER
Spider8 is a Sida-funded resource centre for 

ICT for Development (ICT4D). Spider was 

established in 2004 and is based at the De-

partment of  Computer and Systems Sciences 

(DSV) at Stockholm University. In addition 

to providing students with travel grants for 

their degree project research on ICT and de-

velopment, they fund minor research projects. 

ComDev staff  members Anders Høg-Hansen 

and Ylva Ekström have previously received a 

grant for research in Tanzania. 
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3 Hemer and Tufte (2012).
4 40 percent were applicants without a Swedish personal 
dentity number. 
5 www.glocaltimes.com
6 www.orecomm.net 
7 www.sida.se
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‘Convergence Pedagogy’
ComDev was a pioneer in the use of  inter-

net-based learning, using online platforms to 

make education available to students global-

ly and offers a unique blend of  distance- and 

campus-based learning. The web interaction 

follows a timeline, like any campus course and 

is structured around lectures and seminars 

on location, in Malmö or elsewhere. From 

the start, the backbone of  the programme 

has been a pedagogical approach referred to 

as Convergence Pedagogy. The concept was 

coined and is continuously developed by the 

ComDev staff  and utilises the advantages that 

the online environment offers in terms of  stu-

dents connecting with fellow students around 

the world mixed with onsite seminar week-

ends where students get a chance to meet and 

interact in person. ComDev’s learning man-

agement system (lms) in combination with its 

livestreaming application LiveLecture allow 

students to follow the lectures and seminars 

in real time, interact with lecturers and fellow 

students instantaneously from anywhere in 

the world, as long as they have a reliable in-

ternet connection. Lectures and seminars are 

planned to allow students participating in dif-

ferent time zones. This learning environment, 

based on the group dynamic that potentiates 

the participants’ own resources, is described as 

The Glocal Classroom. 

The Glocal Classroom
In 2013, Malmö University and ComDev 

received funds to initiate a project titled the 

Glocal Classroom 9,10. The project aims at 

sharing Malmö University’s over ten years 

of  experience in web-based pedagogy on a 

global scale with partner universities around 

the world, with the goal of  building a global 

platform for collaboration and exchange on 

web-based learning. The idea of  the Glocal 

Classroom is to create a common ground 

for discussions on the pedagogical applica-

tion of  ICT in teaching and learning. In the 

same way that clear distinction between old 

and new media are being challenged through 

media convergence, the aim of  the project is 

to enhance and disseminate the Convergence 

Pedagogy approach developed by ComDev. 

In addition, the platform aims at facilitating 

course collaboration in joint lectures, seminars, 

shared discussion forums and other events. 

Student and staff  exchange between universi-

ties is not necessarily equivalent with student 

and staff  mobility. 

The educational form

9

A Communication for Development student defending their 
Degree Project via Skype on a seminar in January 2014. 



The Glocal Classroom rather eliminates geo-

graphical distances and while the local setting 

remains important, access is no longer a ques-

tion of  mobility. The learning environment is 

accessible from anywhere, at any time, provid-

ed that there is a stable internet connection.

Internationalisation
The ComDev student body is diverse, with 

regard to both the students’ cultural and geo-

graphical locations as well as in their academic 

and professional backgrounds. The benefits 

of  studying in an international setting with 

the opportunity to interact with students from 

all around the world were highlighted through 

out the responses in the student survey. Stu-

dents noted that the combination of  having 

students in the course who were working in 

ComDev-related fields the opportunity to 

share experiences and relevant added value to 

the programme. 

From the beginning, ComDev set out to be an 

academic programme available to everyone, 

everywhere, even those students unable to re-

locate. Key to this strategy is the above men-

tioned Live Lecture, which allows students 

based in different countries to interact and 

conduct group assignments with their peers: 

from South Korea to Brazil and South Africa 

to Sweden. 

This opportunity for students to share their 

knowledge, experiences and cultural diversi-

ty is an important part of  the ComDev pro-

gramme, and pointed out by respondents as 

an excellent aspect of  the programme:

 Furthermore, the programme has prioritised 

embracing the global when planning for sem-

inars and to date ComDev has held seminars 

in Bosnia and Herzegovina, India, South Af-

rica and Tanzania to name a few. For 2014, 

seminars are planned to take place in Flinders, 

Australia, Guelph, Canada and Stellenborsch, 

South Africa as well as in Malmö, and students 

are encouraged to attend the seminars in per-

son if  they have the opportunity. 

While working on their Degree Project, stu-

dents explore a certain research area or top-

ic on a more rigorous level. In combination 

with the written dissertation it provides a vital 

opportunity to consolidate and enhance the 

knowledge and skills gained throughout their 

studies. The students are strongly encouraged 

to conduct fieldwork in connection to their 

project and since the start of  the programme, 

students have had the opportunity to apply 
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“Because the course is for targeting people al-
ready in the C4D field there was a lot of  expe-
rience among the students, which was shared and 
discussed and became part of  the very dynamic 
learning environment.” 

ComDev graduate (2010)

“Meeting staff  and fellow students during the 
oral examination seminar in Malmö was a great 
experience … I also very much appreciated the 
respectful and friendly atmosphere among teach-
ers and students.”

ComDev graduate (2013)



the theoretical knowledge they have gained 

to practical fieldwork in wide variety of  coun-

tries; Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Egypt, 

India, Kenya, Mozambique and South Africa 

to name a few. When choosing the topic for 

their projects, students are encouraged to 

think outside the box and employ innovative-

ness and creativity to their fieldwork experi-

ences. ComDev Degree Projects have includ-

ed documentaries, short films, photo essays 

and a wide array of  dissertations presented in 

exciting and original formats. 

Networking
Importantly, although the student survey 

showed that one of  the benefits of  the pro-

gramme is the access to professionals in the 

field through their peers, the respondents felt 

that they lacked a networking community for 

ComDev alumni, and wished for the staff  to 

initiate such a project. The opportunity of  

staying connected with guest lectures and staff  

was also said to be missing and many respond-

ents saw this as a way of  staying in the field 

–both as a practitioner and as an academic. 

The lack of  a ‘common space’ for ComDev 

students to meet and interact apart from the 

few lectures and seminars that are shared by 

different courses, means that many students 

do not have a strong sense of  “belonging” to 

a broader network of  students, researchers 

and practitioners. The It’s Learning platform 

is locked to the specific courses, so even if  

you are a first year term student on the pro-

gramme, you cannot join another course site 

and interact with students in their fourth year. 

Technology
Being a web-based programme, ComDev is 

taking advantage of  the constant innovations 

in ICT and implements this in the development 

of  the programme. As noted above, one of  the 

most prominent features of  ComDev is Live 

Lecture, a tool for livestreaming of  lectures that 

offers a unique platform for online and web-

based learning. The platform was developed 

by ComDev’s technical manager, Mikael Rund-

berg, initially as an application for the former 

lms Webzone, and later as a discrete application 

that could not be integrated into the current 

lms ItsLearning. Live Lecture is a stream vid-

eo combined with a text chat that has proven 

to work well for ComDev students all over the 

world as it offers streamed video content in dif-

ferent quality depending on the bandwidth of  

your internet access. The integrated text chat 

feature allows students to pose questions to the 

lecturers, as well as interact with the audience 

following the seminars and facilitators ons-

ite. Live Lecture is designed especially for the 

ComDev context with mixed onsite and online 

students attending the same lectures and sem-

inar in real time. Equipped with microphones 
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“Absolutely a shame that there is not a commu-
nity of  practice of  the people who studied there, 
not an once of  effort from the teachers to create a 
vibrant group after graduation which tends to sig-
nal a gap between the research/university space 
and the practice/work space.”

ComDev graduate (2008)



and web cameras online students have the op-

portunity of  accessing the same education as 

their peers studying and attending lectures and 

seminars onsite. An additional advantage of  

Live Lecture is that the videos are later availa-

ble on-demand meaning that the students have 

access to the lectures and seminars after it has 

taken place, a valuable tool for revision. One 

technical manager is running the technical as-

pects of  the lectures and seminars and is also 

the one continuously developing and improv-

ing the learning platforms. 

Strengths
At the core of  ComDev is the opportunity of  

studying a master’s degree online, while still 

having the opportunity of  attending lectures 

and seminars on campus. According to the 

student survey, the hands down most favour-

able aspect of  the programme is the oppor-

tunity of  studying online and in the flexible 

manner. Many respondents mentioned that 

fact that they were working while participating 

in the programme, and that the format was 

well suited to this. 

The fact that the programme has its own 

technical manager with a keen interest in 

continuously developing the different learn-

ing platforms is seen as a huge asset, further 

demonstrating that there is a close tie between 

the pedagogy and the technical tools needed 

to accomplish the vision. 

Overall the respondents of  the student survey 

expressed their satisfaction with the techno-

logical aspects of  the programme; particularly 

the Live Lecture platform and the responsive-

ness of  the staff  on issues related the practical 

aspects of  participation (i.e. registering for it-

sLearning etc.). The possibility to access lec-

tures and seminars after they were broadcast 

was listed as an added bonus:
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“I found the literature and the weekend seminars 

very inspiring as well as the exchange with other 

students.”

ComDev graduate (2002)

“Fantastic use of  technology (even in the early 
days) to allow students to connect”

ComDev graduate (2006)

Communication for Development staff  members during a 
seminar in February 2014. 



Respondents also highlighted that ComDev:

Challenges
When studying online, at times it is difficult to 

create an interpersonal connection to your fel-

low students, lecturers and facilitators. The fact 

that Live Lecture is a “one-to-many” stream, 

meaning that only the lecturer is visible and au-

dible, while students are referred to the chat and 

appears mainly as names on a screen, rather than 

actual people may discourage students from ful-

ly interacting in lectures and seminars.  While 

ComDev encourages and promotes group col-

laboration and interaction, many respondents 

struggled with the group work process and 

mentioned that the level of  commitment and 

knowledge between the students were uneven, 

and that this made group assignments difficult 

to carry out. Others mentioned that the flexibil-

ity of  the programme at times made it difficult 

for them to plan their work, particularly when 

lectures were moved last minute. 

Throughout the years, ComDev has been 

dependent on one single technical manager 

for the facilitation of  lectures and seminars, 

something that does not only put an immense 

pressure on the staff  member in question, 

but means that the programme comes to a 

halt should this staff  member not be able to 

continue their work (i.e. due to other commit-

ments, illness, holidays etc.).  Additionally, the 

fact that ComDev is tied to the lms provided 

by Malmö University (It’sLearning) is limiting 

the interactive character of  the programme, 

partly as there appears to be little cooperation 

between the technical developers/managers 

of  the lms and the ComDev staff. The staff  

often complain about not being able to carry 

out their work and plan students’ assignments, 

as they feel limited by the lms. The survey re-

spondents mentioned that the technology at 

times were “clunky” and difficult, particular-

ly in connecting to LiveLecture and accessing 

itsLearning. Some concerns were also raised 

regarding the coordination of  presentations 

over Skype. Most of  these issues, however, 

were said to depend on the respondents’ own 

side (i.e. poor internet connections, equip-

ment etc.).

Recommendations
It is essential to strengthen the cooperation 

between the users (eg the staff  and students) 

of  the learning management platforms and 

the developers. The It’s Learning platform 

does not fully meet the requirements of  an in-

teractive online-based educational programme 

such as ComDev and in fact hinders the work 

of  the staff  as they spend valuable time solv-

ing technical issues on the lms. While LiveLec-

ture is an excellent tool, it would be interest-

ing to investigate how to make lectures and 

“… gave way to a full audio-visual encounter 
taking profit of  the technological devices that 
slowly allowed ... a more fertile gathering during 
the educational sessions. Assignments, brain-
storming, comments on other’s assessments, ... 
examinations, every ... tool was creatively adapt-
ed into this new way of  creating “community” as 
well as participatory learning.”

ComDev graduate (2009)
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seminars more collaborative and interactive. 

Ideas have been discussed to include a profile 

and map feature into the platform, showing 

the students’ profiles as well as their current 

location, as this might encourage further inter-

action among the students. Getting to know 

your fellow students while engaging in the 

lectures and seminars could facilitate group 

assignments, as there is often little time for 

getting to know each other while completing 

an assignment on time. In order not to be 100 

percent reliant on a single technical manager, 

one or two staff  members should be trained 

to be able to manage at least the basic aspects 

of  the production of  lectures and seminars, 

such as the livestreaming of  lectures.  

9 http://www.mah.se/medarbetare/Strategi-och-verk-
samhetsutveckling/Kvalitetsarbete/Utvecklingspro-
jekt/Glocal-Classroom/
10 http://glocalclassroom.wordpress.com/
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Communication for Development participating in the or-
ganisation of  the Ørecomm Festival in September 2013. 



The versatile knowledge and experience of  

the ComDev staff  reflects the interdiscipli-

nary approach of  the programme with back-

grounds in journalism, media and communi-

cation studies, culture studies, development 

studies, anthropology, peace and conflict 

studies, creative writing as well as practical ex-

perience in the field of  Communication for 

Development. Matching the background and 

experience of  each staff  members to relevant 

courses and modules ensure the high quality 

of  the programme content. Complementing 

the staff, ComDev regularly invites guest lec-

turers with specialised knowledge for lecturers 

and seminars and alumni are often invited to 

give lectures, and advise on thesis writing and 

career. 

ComDev is managed on a day-to-day basis by 

the programme staff. An issue that has been 

continuously discussed among the staff  mem-

bers throughout the duration of  the Quality 

Project is the issue of  re-submission of  as-

signments. The student survey showed that 

many students were working while enrolled 

in the programme and that these students 

found the workload too heavy and at times 

they missed deadlines, or chose not to com-

plete assignments halfway through the course. 

When students miss deadlines, choose to re-

submit or re-join the course at a later stage, 

they are “stealing” time from the students that 

are currently enrolled. As the staff  are allocat-

ed a certain number of  hours for each course, 

it is difficult to re-allocate them if  students do 

not meet the assigned deadlines. Another is-

sue in relation to late submissions it the lack 

of  disincentives and/or penalties for missing 

deadlines. In the case of  the Degree Project, 

there are a number of  students that have tak-

en over a year to complete their paper, while 

the teaching/supervision resources for this 

course is only one term. There is no penalty 

for deferring submission with late submissions 

graded eligible for all grades including those in 

the ‘distinction’ range. A solution to this issue 

could be to penalise late submissions by e.g. 

making it impossible to receive an A or a B if  

you miss the given deadline, thus serving as 

an incentive to finalise assignment within this 

Course administration 
and management
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Bojana Romic (PhD in Media studies)

Alma Sokolovic-Rasmussen (C4D consultant)
Zeenath Hasan (Malmö University)
Casey McCarthy (ComDev graduate)
Ayub Rioba (UDSM Dar Es Salaam)
Florencia Enghel (Karlstad University)
Julia Velkova (Malmö University)
Jakob Dittmar (Malmö University)
Magnus Andersson (Malmö University)
Thomas Tufte (Roskilde University)
Thomas Hylland- Eriksen (Roskilde University)

List of frequent lecturers for 2013



given time-frame. This would in turn facilitate 

the work of  the staff  members planning the 

courses and re-submission assignments.  

The application process
The number of  students applying and being 

accepted into the programme has gradually 

increased since 200811, and it is particularly 

popular with international students. The num-

ber of  applicants12 without a Swedish person-

al identify number (Spin) was the highest in 

2008, when 63 percent of  all applicants did 

not have a Spin. The number of  non-Spin ap-

plicants took a plunge in the spring of  2011 

down to 30 percent, most likely as a result of  

the admission fees introduced for non-EU 

students. In the fall of  2011, the number rose 

to 52 percent and has since stayed between 45 

– 53 percent per intake up until the fall term 

of  2013. It should be noted that this quota 

also includes European applicants, and does 

not reflect the number of  non-EU (paying) 

applicants. The intake, however, does not 

match the number of  non-Spin applications. 

Over the 10 intakes surveyed in this report, 

the highest percentage of  accepted non-Spin 

students was in the fall of  2008 and 2009, 35 

percent and 31 percent respectively. The low-

est percentage was in the spring of  2011 and 

fall of  2011 when only 4 percent and 7 per-

cent of  the accepted students were non-Spin. 

Since, the percentage has been between 10 

and 25 percent of  the students. It is the aim 

of  ComDev to have a diverse student body, 

with a good mix of  Swedish, EU and non-EU 

students, but the way the admission process 

works today, there is essentially no control 

over who is accepted to the programme, with 

the application process becoming somewhat 

of  a lottery. Additionally, ComDev struggles 

with a significant dropout rate, and often have 

students “lingering” over several years before 

finishing the programme. 

Strengths
The student survey showed that the topics and 

issues covered throughout the duration of  the 

programme were appreciated, as well as the 

experience and knowledge of  the staff. A few 

respondents mentioned that, as practitioners, 
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Applicants: 
Total: 
853
Non-spin: 
339 (43 %)

Accepted: 
Total: 
140
Non-spin: 
17 (12%)



they benefitted from getting more academic 

insight to their work, and others highlighted 

the relevance of  the course literature. The 

staff  was referred to as well organised and ap-

proachable. 

 

Challenges
The fact that there has previously not been an 

up to date file on the current and former stu-

dents causes some issues. As mentioned in the 

introduction, it is common that distance-based 

educational programmes have fewer students 

finalising their studies compared to cam-

pus-based students. As there is no “mid-term 

check” in place on the programme, it is diffi-

cult to see when the students dropout or take 

a break from the programme. The fact that 

once a student has been registered, they are 

“in the system” and counted as students en-

rolled in the programme and in so, dragging 

down the percentage of  graduated students. 

Not being able to access the course literature 

in non-EU countries was one of  the most fre-

quently mentioned issues in the student sur-

vey. Another issue was the time management 

from the course management side. Seminars 

announced too late, lectures moved on short 

notice etc. Concerns regarding the content 

of  the course, that it is too academic and not 

enough focus on the practical aspects of  Com-

munication for Development. Other issues 

raised were a lack of  responsiveness from the 

staff, particularly during the summer months 

as well as difficulties communicating with the 

staff  properly through It’s Learning and that 

personal emails were discouraged. 

Recommendations
One of  the most challenging issues is dealing 

with the growing student body. At the mo-

ment, ComDev accepts about 140 students 

annually, 80 in the fall and 60 in the spring. 

Each term the students are mixed with new 

students, and in doing so, the ComDev pro-

gramme has lost the sense of  yearly batches, 

or in other words, a group of  students whom 

you follow throughout your studies. While 

the mixing of  students is good in terms of  

networking, there should be more space for 

the students to interact on personal and pro-

fessional level with the introduction of  a net-

working platform. Today, there is not much 

encouragement or incitement for the students 

to network online. The current lms, itsLearn-

ing, does not provide the appropriate features 

for interaction, as the different course sites are 

locked to each individual course, and students 

are ‘kicked out’ six months after they have reg-

istered for the course. The Live Lecture chat 

forum is excellent, but limited to when there 

are lectures, and not for when students wish 

to network. A platform (either as integrated 

into the ComDev portal or on social media) 

would facilitate greater networking and also 

make it easier for students and teachers to 

stay connected during and after their stud-

ies. It could also serve as a source of  inspira-

tion for students enrolled in the programme 

– seeing what former students are currently 
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working on, as well as the opportunity of  ask-

ing questions regarding different professional 

directions in the ComDev field. Additionally, 

it could potentially serve the alumni as a pool 

of  potential interns or co-workers. 

As part of  the Quality Project, an updated list 

of  current and former students were creat-

ed and will be continuously updated as new 

students enrol in the programme. It would 

also be desirable to commence a “mid-term 

check”, perhaps after the first year, to see how 

many students are still actively participating in 

the programme and if  there are resources, fol-

low up with the students that are missing. It 

is my experience that there is very little time 

for the above mentioned actions to be imple-

mented, but I believe it would facilitate the de-

velopment of  the programme, and by working 

proactively on this, it could strengthen the re-

lationship with the students enrolled. 

In line with the internationalisation strategy of  

Malmö University, ComDev wishes to pursue 

the recruitment of  non-EU (paying) students 

in the programme. As the admission system is 

presently organised, several non-EU students 

have not been accepted, as they are applying 

in the same quota as the non-paying students. 

Introducing a letter of  intent to go with the 

application process, in which students must 

detail their motivations for applying, would be 

one way of  introducing an element of  active 

selection, this more active selection process 

would hopefully ensure am ore motivated stu-

dent body. For one, it would potentially weed 

out the applicants who are merely applying 

randomly without much thought. It would 

also mean that the admission office could see 

the motivation, as well as match the experienc-

es of  the applicants to ensure the diversity of  

the student body. 

It should further be investigated what rules 

and guidelines apply when dealing with non-

EU (paying) students. There appear to be 

some inconsistencies between international-

isation strategy and the admission quotas in 

the guidelines of  the university. On the one 

hand, paying students are exempted from the 

student quota on the courses; on the other 

hand, they are still going through the same ap-

plication process. 
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11 http://statistik.vhs.se/ Not been able to access data 
from before 2008.
12 Applicants applying to ComDev as their first choice.



Networking and alumni
The international and online environment 

that ComDev offers also means that there 

is an opportunity for the programme to uti-

lise the connections and networks created 

amongst the students and the staff. Many of  

the former students are working in fields re-

lated to ComDev and the programme often 

invites graduates to give lectures. In fact 80 

percent of  the respondents in the student 

survey that are working in a ComDev related 

field said they would be willing to collabo-

rate with the programme in the future. The 

survey also showed that 58 percent of  the 

respondents are in contact with their fellow 

students or teachers. The most popular plat-

forms for keeping in touch were Facebook 

and emails, followed by LinkedIn. Very few 

kept in touch using Twitter. On the question 

if  they would like to see an alumni network in 

place 96 percent of  the respondents said yes 

and named the ComDev portal, Facebook 

and LinkedIn as the most preferred plat-

forms for such a network.  In order to facil-

itate and keep in contact with the graduates, 

ComDev has started working on creating an 

Alumni network. 

Towards a two-year master’s and 
PhD programme
One of  the strong points of  ComDev has 

always been its receptiveness to the needs of  

the students and the practitioners working in 

the field of  Communication for Development 

need. In the student survey, graduates now 

working in the field wished for a stronger con-

nection between theory and practice:

In the additional feedback section, respond-

ents raised several issues and provided tips 

and input. On the matter of  developing a sec-

ond year, emphasis was put on maintaining 

and strengthening the role of  the programme 

as a link between academia and practition-

ers in the field and the “real world”. Overall 

there was a request for a more practical ap-

proach to the topic, rather than more of  an 

academic focus. 81 percent of  the respond-

ents would be interested in taking a 15 credit 

course in “project planning, monitoring and 

evaluation and 80 percent thought it would 

be a suitable training course for themselves 

or their employer. Only 10 percent said no, 

while the remaining 10 percent checked the 

“other” option. Fittingly, during 2013 ,Com-

Dev has been  developing a 15 credit course 

in strategic development, and the course was 

approved in December 2013 under the name 

Advances in Communication for Development: So-

cial Action, Planning and Evaluation. 
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Looking forward

“After graduating and being in employed in the 
field of  C4D I find that the course could benefit 
from strengthening the more practical components 
such as the module on methodology or including a 
module on how you measure results in the field of  
C4D, as this is a big challenge facing the non-ac-
ademic stakeholders in the field - especially with 
the increased focus on results in the development 
sector as a whole.”

ComDev graduate (2010)



Furthermore, in 2014 ComDev will submit 

a new request for the development of  a sec-

ond year of  the programme, making it pos-

sible to get a two-year (120 ECTS) degree, 

enabling students to further develop their 

analytical and practical skills. Possible addi-

tional courses include an internship course, 

advanced methods and reading courses as 

will as include the aforementioned 15 cred-

it course in Advances in Communication 

for Development. In the student survey, 78 

percent13 of  the respondents said that they 

would be interested in enrolling in a second 

year of  ComDev and the majority (72 per-

cent) would prefer the pace to be part-time 

(50-75 percent). Only 14 percent would like 

to study full-time.  For the courses in the sec-

ond year, six options were given, as well as 

the option for “other”. Out of  the six op-

tions, an internship course and a research 

course was by far the most preferable. Also a 

methodology and voluntary fieldwork course 

were popular choices. Theory and required 

fieldwork received the least number of  votes. 

Research
To date, six ComDev graduates have been ac-

cepted for PhD studies at other universities – 

in Sweden, UK, South Africa and Albania. In 

February 2014, the first PhD student in the 

field of  Communication for Development at 

Malmö University, Erliza Pedersen Lopez, will 

start her studies with the School of  Arts and 

Communication focusing on the convergence 

technology and collaborative actions of  civil 

societies, primarily based on the theories of  

transnationalism, cultural citizenship, and me-

dia. The goal is to expand the research within 

field and host doctoral courses as well as offer 

more PhD positions within the next few years. 

 

Upcoming collaborations and 
projects
Apart from the existing projects and collabo-

rations, ComDev is in the process of  building 

new relationships with important actors in the 

field. Some of  the most important ones are 

listed below. 

UNICEF
In 2013 ComDev, as a part of  the Ørecomm 

Network, signed a Memorandum of  Under-

standing with UNICEF in which the exchange 

of  knowledge and strengthening of  commu-

nication for development practices form the 

basis of  the new collaboration. Drawing on 

the expertise and experience within the part-

ners, the collaboration will be formed through 

different activities such as training and capac-

ity development, joint research studies and 

resource mobilisation. Most importantly the 

collaboration aims to expand the reach and 

impact of  efforts within the field of  Commu-

nication for Development. 

GOComm 

GOComm is a new Ørecomm project that 

will offer local start-ups, social enterprises 

and non-profit and governmental organisa-

tions in the Öresund region an opportunity 
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to combine their ideas with the experience of  

communication for development researchers. 

The long-term purpose of  GOComm is to 

develop a hub for knowledge-sharing between 

researchers and organisations with an interest 

or involvement in communication for devel-

opment activities. The project is scheduled to 

start in January 2014, and will be co-financed 

by Interreg IV-A.

The Ørecomm Festival
The Ørecomm Festival is collaboration be-

tween the universities of  Roskilde, Denmark 

and Malmö, Sweden. The festival is free and 

open to anyone with an interest in the rela-

tionship between media, communication and 

social change. The aim of  the festival is to 

create a platform for discussion and exchange 

of  knowledge between different actors in the 

Communication for Development field. The 

first Ørecomm Festival, Agency in the Media-

tized World (2011) drew attention to the com-

bined concepts of  agency and mediatisation. 

The second festival, Reclaiming the Public Sphere 

(2012) focused on the public sphere. In 2013 

the festival, entitled Memory on Trial: Media, 

Citizenship and Social Justice, shared the con-

cern of  previous festivals with active citizenry 

and publics, but with the focus on memory 

and justice as inevitable priorities in battles to 

define the past and the future. In 2014, the 

Ørcomm Festival will be held in collaboration 

with the Sunrise Conference, which is hosted 

by Roskilde University. 
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13 The question was posed in such a way that the re-
spondents should say yes or no, even if  they would not 
necessarily apply for a second year. 

Convergence Pedagogy in play at the Ørecomm Festival 
in September 2013. Thomas Hylland-Eriksen usin the 
whiteboard while the lecture is being livestreamed using the 
Communication for Development technology. 
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The ComDev timeline

1998

1999

2000 2002 2004

2001 2003 2005

The idea of  creating a 
course in Communica-
tion for Development 
came about.

First contact with 
Malmö University, 
joint application to 
Sida for support to 
develop a web-based 
course at advanced 
level for journalists 
and information of-
ficers

Planning of  the course, with 
contact journeys to UK (London 
and Leicester) and Vietnam and 
Indonesia. Indonesia is assigned 
as “case country” for students’ 
project works. The first course 
(in Swedish) starts in September, 
with 30 participants.

Seminar in Stockholm (in col-
laboration with Sida, Stock-
holm University, and the 
Swedish Institute) Second 
course (also in Swedish) and 
first examinations.

First international course, 
with a pilot group of  10 
selected participants from 
developing countries.

Seminar in Malmö and Stockholm for the 
first international batch. Seminar in Sarajevo 
for the second international course, in collab-
oration with the Nordic Council of  Ministers 
who provides student grants for project work 
in the West Balkan region. The first stream-
ing experiment is made via modem from Sa-
rajevo. The course is given examination rights 
for a “broad master”, a degree that is even-
tually abolished with the Bologna reform in 
2007, and transformed to a regular one-year 
master degree.

The first course where 
streaming of  all the seminars 
makes online participation 
possible. Collaboration with 
MalmöLund Third Space Sem-
inar and the Swedish Institute

Seminars in Göteborg (March, in collaboration with 
the Peace and Development Research Institute at 
Gothenburg University, PADRIGU) and Istanbul 
(October, in collaboration with the Swedish General 
Consulate). Meeting in Los Baños, The Philippines, 
conducted by the Communication for Social Change 
Consortium, with participation of  twelve universities, 
and the foundation of  The Communication for De-
velopment and Social Change University Network 
(See the Los Baños declaration) Publication of  Media 
and Glocal Change. Start of  the Memories of  Mo-
dernity project.
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2006 2008 2010 2012

2007 2009 2011 2013

Seminars in Malmö (June) 
and Durban (November), as 
part of  the Swedish-South 
African Memories of  Mo-
dernity project, involving 
ComDev students and eight 
(four Swedish and four South 
African) visual artists.

Formal launch of  Ørecomm at 
IAMCR conference in Stockholm. 
Ørecomm becomes one of  the pilot 
projects of  the InterReg collaboration 
between Malmö University and Roskil-
de University, “An Exemplary Knowl-
edge Region”. Malmö project carried 
out, in collaboration with the City of  
Malmö. Five non-EU students receive 
grants to do their Exam work on loca-
tion in Malmö.

The master course became a master‘s 
programme. The last intake before 
the introduction of  fees for non-EU 
students entails a record number of  
applicants.

Evaluation of  the Swedish Board for 
Higher Education (HSV) where Com-
Dev receives the highest assessment 
“Very good quality”. Seminar in Lon-
don, in collaboration with University of  
Westminster (April). Memories of  Mo-
dernity II, in collaboration with Srishti 
School of  Art, Technology and Design 
in Bangalore, India.

MoM exhibition in Durban 
(April) and Malmö (Novem-
ber). Examination of  the pro-
ject’s student work. The course 
is given status as regular one-
year master and ComDev is 
thereby defined as a main sub-
ject at Malmö University.

Seminar in Dar-es-Salaam, in collab-
oration with MEDIeA research pro-
ject and Sida’s Civil Society Forum. 
Malmö University becomes member 
of  the SPIDER network. Five stu-
dent grants for carrying out project 
works on ICT for development in 
East Africa.

First year with double 
intake (January and Sep-
tember). First Ørecomm 
Festival. Seminar in Tira-
na (November).

Seminar in Bangalore (January). The 
first ComDev PhD student is ac-
cepted, a one of  two interregional 
PhDs, in collaboration with Roskil-
de University. The approval is given 
for a 15-credit course in Advances in 
Communication for Development. A 
quality project is conducted to eval-
uate the programme. A seminar in 
Berlin (November).
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